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Hello, summerHello, summer
by Mary Kay Andrews
When the dream job she has pursued
all her adult life suddenly disappears,
an ambitious journalist returns to her
family’s small-town newspaper before
witnessing a car accident that ends the
life of a local war hero.

The summer dealThe summer deal
by Jill Shalvis
Returning to her hometown in the
aftermath of a latest heartbreak, Brynn
discovers that her tough but chronically
ill rival is actually her half-sister, before
agreeing to a summertime relationship
with a childhood crush.

SSummer aummer at Willow Lakt Willow Lakee
by Susan Wiggs
When her grandparents request one
last summer with the whole family in
the Catskills, Olivia hires contractor
Connor Davis to fix up the camp, but
gets more than she bargained for when
the renovations unearth shocking
secrets and searing passion

ThaThat summert summer
by Jennifer Weiner
While trying to pinpoint the root of her
dissatisfaction with her life, Daisy
Shoemaker begins receiving
misdirected emails meant for another
woman and starts living vicariously
through her until she discovers that
their connection was not completely

accidental.

28 summers28 summers
by Elin Hilderbrand
Jake and Mallory have spent 28 Labor
Day weekends at her home in
Nantucket, starting when they were in
their 20s. Less a story about a secretive
affair and more a tale of sweet
nostalgia and fate.

Beach girlsBeach girls
by Luanne Rice
Jack Kilvert returns to Hubbard's Point
with his daughter in the hopes of
recapturing old friendships and is
reunited with reclusive artist Stevie
Moore, the one-time best friend of his
estranged sister.

On SOn Sunset Beachunset Beach
by Mariah Stewart
While premiering her new exhibit in St.
Dennis, perpetually optimistic art
gallery owner Carly Summit matches
wits with Ford Sinclair, the reporter
assigned to cover her show who is
haunted and deeply cynical after a
military career in war-torn Africa.

SSummer secretsummer secrets
by Jane Green
Years after hard partying and the
discovery of the father she never knew
ends her only friendships, Cat Coombs
achieves sobriety and resolves to make
amends to those she has hurt during a
revelatory Nantucket summer.
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Beach RBeach Readseads
A summer tA summer to remembero remember
by Erika Montgomery
When a mysterious package arrives,
containing a photograph that changes
her life forever, Frankie discovers the
meaning of home and the magic of
true love.

On OcOn Ocean Bouleean Boulevvardard
by Mary Alice Monroe
Returning to Charleston after a sixteen-
year absence, Cara Rutledge
reconnects with family members
before her second wedding is abruptly
halted by a devastating illness.

The summer cThe summer coottagettage
by Susan Kietzman
Helen and her siblings spent every
summer of their childhood at their
family's cottage on Long Island Sound.
Now they have returned after 30 years.
They will revisit long-ago decisions and
face new choices that could shatter
their fragile kinship--or reveal a family's

extraordinary power to remember, to forgive, and to
grow.

Queen beeQueen bee
by Dorothea Benton Frank
A Sullivan's Island beekeeper navigates
her demanding hypochondriac mother
and flamboyant rival sister while
immersing herself in the lives of two
young neighbor boys and their
widowed father.

SSummer dancummer dancee
by Nan Parson Rossiter
When his Uncle Cooper’s former flame
announces that she is publishing a
book about their long-ago romance,
this one piece of his family’s history is
finally revealed to Liam Tate.

The island houseThe island house
by Nancy Thayer
Having spent every summer of her
adult life in Nantucket, Kansas City
professor Courtney finds herself caught
between two lifestyles before settling
into the glamorous life she associates
with the seaside and then questioning
her choice in the face of an unexpected

turn.

The book oThe book of summerf summer
by Michelle Gable
Returning to Nantucket where her
ancestors built a once-grand family
home, Bess works to pack up the
crumbling estate against the wishes of
her contentious mother, only to
discover an astonishing family secret.

EEvverything aerything aftfterer
by Jill Santopolo
Helping troubled students navigate
personal losses, a university
psychologist is forced to reckon with
her own painful past when a tragic
event compels her to reevaluate her
goals, passions and sense of identity.

The summer villaThe summer villa
by Melissa Hill
Three old friends, Kim, Colette, and
Annie, reunite for the summer at a villa
on the Amalfi coast, but when secrets
from the past come to light, they each
must deal with the consequences and
resolve to find true happiness

SSummer Iummer Islandsland
by Kristin Hannah
Ruby confronts the legacy of her
famous mother's abandonment as a
scandalous secret from the past draws
the two women together in a reunion
that transforms both their lives.
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